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ABSTRACT
The stvzrctuve of Quetta V d e y in general came out to be not as
intricnte QS it was supposed to be due to its psoximity to Sibi wedge.
The Clziltnn, Murdur Gim4and Takatu are the major anticlitd folds
of the area intervened by the Qzrettu syncliMorizim. However, the
detail of the shucfure with dements o f folds, faults, cuhnizmtions nnd
depression demands an explnnntion for their origin and n typical mode
of occuwerzce ill the nrea whiclz has been provided in the paper.
INTRODUCTION
Location and Topography of the area.
The geological structure of the Quetta Valley had not so far been
discerned satisfactorily. Since the establishment of the headquarters
of Geological Survey of Pakistan in Quetta in 1947, the geologists
always longed for its study and detailed explanation. The author
has made a thorough study of complex and complicated- structural
features in tbe fidd and tried to explain the structure of the Quetta
valley in detail in this paper.
Quetta is a well known city of Pakistan. It is the capital of
BalDchistan province. One enters the Quetta valley from Sind after
passing through the famous Boian Fass. The i o w n d Que-tia is
5,500 feet ahove the sea level and attract a number of tourists during
summer season.

The Quetta valley which is an elongated depression is situated
between the Murdar Ghar mountain on the east and Chiltan mountain on the west. In the north, the Takatu mountain peak over
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shadows it while in the south, it is bifurcated into two narrow valleys
by the
.. .,interveniilg
.
.hillocks
.- ... . of Landi. Its esstern' .branch
taking
a
,- .
.. . .
slight castern& bend joins in the south with the Sp&nd-Ismail
Khan valley. The western branch terminates at Lalc Pass. West of
Quetta t o w ~the
i valley has a .gapextending from S a i x u ~ g lto
i Balleli
tltraugh which it joins the Karapga. Lor? valley in the west.
The valley has been carved along a downfold into the softer
sediments of Ghazij and Siwaliks.
,

Stratigraphy.
In the region of the Quetta valley the rocks helonging tcj the
Shirinab Formation of Permian to Early Jurassic age to Recent are
found. They are d'different cclm~etency2nd thm reactcd cijfferentially to the compression. The Chiltan limestone being very thick
bcddcd and inassive influenced the forn~ationo f flexures and fractures in the area. The folds and faults mostly in thc Chillan limestone are now generally found exposed on the surface in the area.
GeoIogical Formations.

Sibi Group
lMiocene)

. . Sandstone, shale, clays, siltstone and occa-

Spintangi limestone

CU.Eocene)

..

Dunghan limefitone
(Paleocene)
.

.

sional congloinerate beds intercalated.
-- unconformity Foraminiferal limestone with cccasi~nalbeds
of shale. The limestom is cream, yellow to light
grey, pinkish white or chalky white. It .is
medium t o thick bedded.
Generahy olive coloured, soft, fissile, in places
having soft, cleared, grey limestone layers with
abundant foraminifera.
-unconformity Medium- to thick-bedded, grey, dark grey.
Sometimes marly limestone.
unconfirmity The parh knestone is grey or chalky white and

-
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Mid. Cretaceous) commonly has a inaroon layer. . It ;is lithogrgphic to porceilaneous ;gentral1y imdiuin bedded.

B e h n ~ i t eshale . . Olive g e y splintery shales with rare thin layers
f L. Cretnceous)
of limestone in the lower part. The limestolle
bed increases upward.
--unconformity ,

Chiltan.limestorie
(Mid. Jwassic)

i t is grey to dark grey in coloui and is commoniy

thick bedded. It is hard, oolitic to finely crys~alline.

Shirirtub Formciliorr Most of the ljmestone is black to dark grey,
(Perrno-Carboni- medium to thick bedded w?th interlayered thick
. . shales of light to dark grey in colour.
ferotis to L.

Jzimssic).

'

Tectonic Setting.
The Quetta valley lies in the axial belt of the Suleman -Kirthar
Meganticlinorium. Situated in the axial region df the maganticlinorium the folds around the Quetta valley are of the continuous type
of Belissov. The valley lies on the western margin of the Sibi
syi~taxisclose to the so called Central Axis. The ~nagai~ticlinorium
seem to have the flat crest as indicated by the sheet dip.

The folds of the Quetta valley are the composite ones in the fonn
of small syilclinorium or anticlinorium . The smaller super-imposed
folds upon them except in few cases as in the southern part of the
Chiltan anticline are not large or complicated enough to interfere with
the general simplicity in the outcrop pattern especially in the Chiltan
limestone. However, the smaller superimposed folds are present in
all the three major anticlinal folds of the area and perhaps also in the
Quetta syncline as evident in the outcrop of Chiltan limestone in the
Landi hillock. The wave length and amplitude of the superimposed
folds, however, in places is large enough in Chiltan limestone to be
mapped on 1 :50,000 scale.

The following major folds are located in the region of the
Quetta valley :1 . Chilt an anticlinorium ,
2. Quetta synclinorium,
3. Murd ar anticlinprium ,
4. Takatu anticlinorium,
5. Land i anticline.
Chiltan anticlinorium. This fold trends N-S and as exposed
ori the surface is about 20 miles long. Its width though variable hut
in piaces expands upto 8 miks. It cxposcs reeks r~iigii;gfcom
Shirii~abto Ghazij. Some smaller folds are superimposed upon it.
The prevalent dips are between 30" to 45" on the flanks. A number of
longitudial faults which in places pass into transverse faults cut
through this fold.
It plunges both to the north and to the south but the soutl-ern
plunge is almost the double of the northern one. The southern
plunge is between 30" to 40". The culmination lies much closer to
the sonthern 'plunge than that to the northern one.
Quetta synclinoriun?. This is also a N-S trending fold. The
valley which is carved along this fold in places attains a width of
about 6 miles. It bifurcates in the area of Landi into two synclines
as the anticline o f same name here, intervenes into it. Almost the
whole of this synclinorium is c o v k d by the sub-Recent and Recent
sediments. It is only the outcrops in Landi area which give some
clue about the structure of this synclinorium. Small folds superimp s e d span _themajor nne c a n b e seen here. It seems
- -that
- -this
-synclinori~mfollows the plunge of the nnticlinoria on the two sides.

Murdar Ghar Anticlinorium. This is also a N-S trending fold
and is exposed on thes u~faacefor about 20 miles. It is more than
8 miles in breadth on the exposed surface. Beside, afew small exposures of younger rocks, most of the strata now exposed -in this
fold belong to Chilta;n limestone.

Unlike the ChiJtan anticiinorium this fold dues not have smaller
and well defined folds superimposed upon it. It has on the other
hand gentle undulations which have substituted here the smaller
superimposed folds. This is the reasm that this fold looks a broad
cnlsted flexure with a m u c h bigger wave-length than the Chiltan
fold. Its western ff ank dips at 40" and the eastern one at the low dip
of SO" or so.

Compared to ChiItan and Takatu anticlinorium this fold is not
intensely fractured and have lesser number of faults. The reverse
tongtitudinal faults are almost absent and the transverse faults have
smaller trough.
It is also a doubly plunging fold with culmination coinciding with
the Murdar Peak. The northern plunge is sharper than the southern
one.

Tukatu nnticlinorium. This fold is now so much broken by both
the strike and oblique faults that its configui-atibn as a fluxure has
almost completely obliterated. Rocks ranging from Shirinab to
Ghazij are exposed along this fold. The exposed length of the fold
is about 15 miles and the width in places goes upto 6 miles.
The faulting has criss-crossly sliced the fold and displaced the
slabs so much that now it is difficult to have a satisfactory picture of
the smaller folds or undulations superimposed uaon this fold. It is
also not easy to determine the amount of plunge and the attitude of
.its crest and danks. It is only with the help of the Tertiary rocks
rimming it that it can be imagined that it is an anticlinal fold plunging
in two sides.
Landi anticline. It is a very small fold compared to ather folds
of the area. It protudes with a N-S trend in the southern part of the
Quetta valley. This fold is now dissected and occurs in three smaller
hillocks separated from each other by erosion. It has some smaller
folds superimposed upon it. It also shows some faults traversing it

obliquely. Detail regarding its p!unge and dips of its flanks is
obliterated both by erosion and faulting. In the southern end near
the Lak Pass it is tightly squeezed between the Chiltan antic!inorium
in t h e West and the Abegum anticlinorium in $he east.

Fractures.
Most of the major fractures in ihe region are reverse faults, some
of which pass into wrench faults and vice versa. There are some
Fiull-s which a1so trend along the strike but their main characters ilrc
n o t of a reverse but of a normal fault. It seems that they are strike
faults originated due to tension produced by the release in the over
pressed state on the exhuastation or the deminution of the compressive force. It is also noted that the type of faulting, the intensity
of faulting and thus also the number of faults rarics from region to
region, T h e fault regions are as follows:-

1. Faults of Chiltan Region,
2.

Faults of Murdar Ghar Region,

3. Faults of Takatu Region.

Faults of Chiltan Region. Mcst of the faults of this region are
high angle reverse faults. They have a big throw as in the case of
the fault that passes west of Murree Brewery Gorge. Here the Shirinab Formation has come in the juxtaposition of the Ghazij shale.
This fault towards south-west becomes oblique to the strilie of the
strata and further on passes into a wrench fault. The most interesting feature here is the small folds accompanied by the small faults in
the trough area of the syncline, formed in the Parh and Dunghan
formations in South-west of their exposures. These small faults
are of longitudinal reverse type.

A fault trending almost north-south and passing west of the
Chiltan Peak.marked 10875 on the map is a wrench fault as it displaces the axes of the folds on its sides but it makes an angle of more
than 45" with the stress direction.
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The other smaller faults which do cot interfere appreciably with
the structure of the region arc either normal transverse faults or
normal longtitudinal faults as indicated by their mode of occurrence
in the field.
One of the main faults of this region is that which has been known
so far as Chiltan Thrust and which is said to be respoi~siblefor the
recent earthquakes in the Quetta valley. in the opinion of the author
it is a normal fault produced due to the release of compression. The
evidences for the same are many. ,t has much smaller displacement than the thrust mentioned above. This fault does not go
oblique to the strike of the strata and passes into wrench fault as is
the case with the thrusts of the area. This character is one of the
common features of the thrust fault. 1he main and the most convincing evidence is the hade of this fault which is to the east. It has
variable throw along its lineation.

Mzirdar Ghnr Region. In this region it is interesting to note
that the greatest concentration of faults is in the northern part of
the hfurdar Ghar fold. The faults are smaller both in throw and
extent than those of Chiltan region. They are both of reverse and
normal types.

The fault that is shown by Photographic Survey Corporation
trending NN-W-SS-E in the west of Spin Karez and throws up the
Eastern side to bring the Dunghail in contact with the J-tnassic does
not exist- The Dunghan limestone is resting u~lconformablyupon the
Jurassic and the Parh limestone. The Dunghan is generally overstepping the older formations in this area. This feature is erroneously shown as fault between the older rocks and Dunghan by
Photographic Survey Corporation.
The smaller fractures which are mostly confined to the Chiltan
are tear or normal faults. The best example of the tear fault is that
of north of Ghawari Nala which off-set the contact of Chiltan limestone and Belemnite shale by about 1500 feet.

-".--

The longest fractures of the region that trends N-S and &lost
traverses the whole length of the Murdar Ghar fold in Chiltan
limestone seems to be a normal fault produced by the release of the
compression. It hades to the east.

./'

Takatu Region. The faulting in this region is most severc and
dominant and except a few faults the rest do not seem to follow the
stress pattern. Both the vertical and horizontal displacement along
the faults is substantial. It seems that the intensity of shearing
has been enhanced in this fold as it occurs at the tip of the Sibi wedge
and flowed against it during the orogensis.
The biggest fsactu~eof the area is the one that appears on the
map two miles north of Balleli Railway Station and runs north all
tl~roughthe fold. It is a reverse' fault and as it is evident from its
southern end that it has thrown the Sbirinab formation against the
Parh. In some places along its length especially in the middle part it
slightly ran oblique to the strike of the strata.

The other fault of interest is the one that occurs on thc eastern
side of the fold and throws up the Shirinab against Dunghan. It is
also a reverse fault. In the north it joins both on the east and thc
west with the major reverse faults.
The rest of the faults are smaller than the ones mentioned above.
Some of them are of tear fault type while the other ones are of normal
fault type. Their detailed study is somewhat difficult as the marker
horizons to assess the displacement and relative movement are not
everywhere present.

It is suspected that some of the longitudinal faults of Cl~iltan
region join with the faults of this region.
In this region some small tight folds and faults involving the
strata belonging mainly from Parh to Siwalik are also present.
Inspite of all this shearing these folds do not influence the structure
of the Quetta valley appreciably.

Tectonic Culminations and Depressions.

All the major folds of the are are doubly plunging and form
tectonic culmination and depression. It is observed that the plunge
is asymetric i.e. a n one side it is steeper than on the other. The high
peaks of the area i.e. Chiltan, Murdar and Takatu coincide ~ ~ ithe
th
culmination of the folds. The gaps which connect one valley with the
other as the Balleli gap, Spezand gap, 'Mustung gap coincide with
the tectonic depression of the major anticlinical folds of the qrea.

Tectonic ~nter~ietation.
The Quetta valley lies upon the axial belt. The folds and faults
of this area are the result of the Himalayan Orogeilcy. The folds
are linear and continue for 30 miles or more. Their amplitude and
wave-length is also quite large. It is because of this fact that the'
Chiltan limestone being thick bedded and massive acted as a very
competent formation and resisted the.reduction in wave-length of the
folds. It actually controlled the fold and fault pattern of the area;
The folds are composite as they have some smaller folds superimposed upon them.
The planes of reverse strike faults and the axial planes of the
folds diverge down the Quetta valley and converge upward.

The reverse and the wrench faults are the result of the compression exerted by the Himalayan orogeny. Some of the strike faults
e.g. the one that cuts through the eastern flank of the Chiltan anticline seems to be a normal release fault. It has been so far known as
Chiltan thrust and said to be responsible for the major earthquakes
of the Quetta valley. It is believed by the author that the release
of the compression occuring along the longitudinal fractures is
responsible for the earthquakes in this region.
The millor structures in the form of joints, cleavage and drag
folds are also present. The folds especially in the Parh and the
Shirinab seem to be incongrous and do not have any relation with
major structure. They may be due to squeezing in of incompetent
strata of Parh and Shirinab.
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